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ABSTRACT
Intermittent computing (IC) promises long lifetimes for IoT
edge devices. Running directly from energy harvesting sources
enables these devices to be deployed and left, potentially for
decades. As the field of IC progresses from proof-of-concept
to deployable devices, the research focus must shift from
processor-centric schemes to consideration of the whole sys-
tem. The non-volatile memory (NVM) technology, as well
as the way it is used, will have a significant effect. Properties
such as latency, read/write energy, and endurance can vary by
orders of magnitude, and this may affect the viability of many
schemes presented in the literature. This paper presents a
review of the characteristics of both commercially-available
and future NVM technologies, and recommends design con-
siderations for IC systems which incorporate these.
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1 INTRODUCTION
IoT edge devices are becoming increasingly pervasive, with
many industries realising the value of a better connected
physical world and cloud through live sensor data. However,
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Table 1: Comparison of NVM memory technologies for IoT
Devices (* signifies simulation data only)

Technology
Write/Read Energy

(per bit)
Write/Read Time

(per bit)
COTS

Endurance
(Write cycles)

NAND Flash[4] 470 pJ/46 pJ 200 µs/25.2 µs Y 105

SRAM[1] 355 pJ/587 pJ 2.2 ns/2.1 ns Y Unlimited
FRAM[5] 1.4 nJ/1.4 nJ 120 ns/120 ns Y 1015

STT-MRAM[3] 2 nJ/34 pJ 250 ns/10 ns Y 105

SOT-MRAM*[1] 334 pJ/247 pJ 1.4 ns/1.1 ns N >1015

ReRAM[6] 1.1 nJ/525 fJ 10 µs/5 ns Y 105

PCM*[8] 13.5 pJ/2 pJ 150 ns/48 ns N 107

the maintenance cost of battery powered systems, as well
as their increased size, mass and cost, can be prohibitive.
To overcome this, a new paradigm of battery-less devices is
emerging, running intermittently on harvested energy. Inter-
mittent computing (IC) works by saving state to non-volatile
memory (NVM) before power failure. This state save can be
periodic, at certain task boundaries, or triggered by a voltage
interrupt. Most existing IC schemes have been implemented
on commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) microcontrollers, e.g.
MSP430FR5739, or in simulation. For systems to be deployed,
greater consideration must be given to the impact of the
whole system, including the available NVM technologies.
Limited read/write speed, the high energy cost of accesses
and poor endurance can all impact the system performance.

2 NVM TECHNOLOGY PROPERTIES
The emergence and subsequent proliferation of faster, more
efficient byte-addressable NVM technologies has made IC
viable, with some authors completely replacing RAM with
NVM in a unified memory approach (i.e. saving all data usu-
ally separated to ROM and RAM in the same non-volatile
memory space, greatly reducing checkpoint size)[7]. Table 1
and Figure 1 compare leading NVM technologies, with SRAM
and Flash included for comparison. Whilst there are many
other considerations for system designers, we consider these
key criteria for IC systems.

Energy consumption: Perhaps the most obvious consid-
eration for NVM in ultra-constrained IC devices. The energy
consumption of embedded CPU cycles can be orders of mag-
nitude lower than the NVM access cost. This motivates the
use of IC schemes that minimise the number of accesses,
such as managed-state checkpointing [9]. In addition, many
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Figure 1: Radar plot of NVM characteristics. Line colors cor-
respond to the colors in Table 1.

Table 2: The number of clock cycles needed for NVM access
at 24MHz CPU clock frequency.

Technology
Write/Read Time

(per bit)
Clock cycles

(Write)
Clock cycles

(Read)
NAND Flash 200µs/25.2µs 4800 605

SRAM 2.2ns/2.1ns <<1 <<1
FRAM 120ns/120ns 2.9 2.9

STT-MRAM 250ns/10ns 6 0.24
SOT-MRAM 1.4ns/1.1ns 0.03 0.03

ReRAM 10µs/5ns 240 0.12
PCM 150ns/48ns 3.6 1.15

NVMs are asymmetric, i.e. writes are more expensive. This
could motivate schemes that prefer re-execution over check-
pointing, if clock cycles and reads are significantly cheaper.

Latency: The access times of NVM technologies vary by
orders of magnitude, but there are scenarios where this will
not affect the performance of the system. Table 2 shows the
number of cycles needed to access NVM at 24MHz, indicat-
ing how the latency of these technologies would negatively
impact performance. Enabling non-blocking writes would
mask some of this latency but, when saving/restoring state,
NVM latency will have a direct impact due to constant ac-
cesses. For unified memory approaches, the latency of these
technologies directly constrains the CPU clock frequency.

Endurance: Intermittent schemes often use NVM for check-
pointing in ways that would exhaust some NVM cells within
a matter of months or even days. In Hibernus++ [2], for ex-
ample, the authors demonstrate their scheme with a Seiko
watch power trace, interrupting every 0.4s. With FRAM, this
scheme could checkpoint successfully for 6.34 million years
(ignoring all other factors), but STT-MRAM and ReRAM with
105 endurance would last only 4.63 days.

For devices to be truly long-running, NVM technologies
with greater write endurance must be used, or IC schemes
must consider checkpoints as a finite resource that should be
more carefully allocated. Schemes such as Hibernus++, which
save the entire RAM contents to NVM, must be replaced by
schemes such as allocated/managed state [9] which greatly

reduce the number of writes required. Additionally, meth-
ods that write minimal/small checkpoints must use wear-
levelling approaches to avoid over-using regions of NVM. Due
to their greater access frequency, unified memory approaches
remain unsuitable for many NVM technologies owing to their
endurance limitations. Many task-based IC approaches de-
pend on unified memory models, so this could present a
significant challenge, unless endurance can be improved.

3 CONCLUSIONS
For IC devices to go beyond research, into deployment, it is
necessary to consider the impact of the NVM on system per-
formance. Some NVMs which may initially appear suitable,
such as SOT-MRAM, have not yet been commercialised, typi-
cally due to fabrication challenges or their early state of devel-
opment. The drawbacks of available technology must be fac-
tored in to IC design, e.g. schemes with frequent checkpoints
must sacrifice performance to target greater endurance.

The ideal case for IC is NVM that can be used as unified
memory, as it has high endurance and low latency similar to
SRAM. Many schemes in the literature utilise unified mem-
ory approaches, however this paper has identified how the
increased latency/energy cost over SRAM cannot be ignored,
and that low endurance is prohibitive with many existing
NVM technologies. This paper aims to promote awareness of
these issues, so that future research into IC can consider the
importance of NVM to the success of these schemes.
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